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GCSE Mathematics (Linear) 1380

Formulae: Higher Tier

You must not write on this formulae page.
Anything you write on this formulae page will gain NO credit.

Volume of a prism = area of cross section × length

Volume of sphere πr3 Volume of cone πr2h

Surface area of sphere = 4πr2 Curved surface area of cone = πrl

In any triangle ABC The Quadratic Equation
The solutions of ax2 + bx + c = 0
where a ≠ 0, are given by

Sine Rule 

Cosine Rule a2 = b2 + c2– 2bc cos A

Area of triangle ab sin C1
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1. 

10.6 cm

C8.2 cmB

A

x

Diagram NOT 
accurately drawn

 ABC is a right-angled triangle.
 AC = 10.6 cm.
 BC = 8.2 cm.

 Calculate the size of the angle marked x.
 Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

........................................ 
°
 Q1

(Total 3 marks)
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x

8 cm 

5 cm 

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn 

12.5 cm 

y cm 

40°

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn 

2. Here is a right-angled triangle.

 (a) Calculate the size of the angle marked x.
  Give your answer correct to 1 decimal place.

x = ...........................°
(3)

 Here is another right-angled triangle.

 (b) Calculate the value of y.
  Give your answer correct to 1 decimal place.

y = ...........................
(3) Q2

(Total 6 marks)
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3. 

 PQR is a right-angled triangle.

 QR = 4 cm
 PR = 10 cm

 Work out the size of angle RPQ.
 Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

 ......................................
°

.

 

Q3

(Total 3 marks)

4 cm

10 cm
P

Q

R

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn
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4.  

 ABC is a right-angled triangle.
 AB = 7 cm, 
 BC = 8 cm.

 (a)  Work out the area of the triangle.

  .............................  cm2

(2)

 (b) Work out the length of AC.
  Give your answer correct to 2 decimal places.

  ............................... cm
(3)

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

7 cm

8 cm

A

B C
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 DEF is another right-angled triangle.
 DE = 32 mm,  
 FE = 46 mm.

 (c) Calculate the size of angle y.
  Give your answer correct to 1 decimal place.

  ..................................  
°

(3) Q4

(Total 8 marks)

          D
Diagram NOT
accurately drawn 

          32 mm 

          y

      F    46 mm    E
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5. A

B C
14 cm

6 cm

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

 ABC is a right-angled triangle.
 AC = 6 cm.
 BC = 14 cm.

 (a) Work out the area of triangle ABC.

  .............................  cm2

(2)

 (b) Calculate the length of AB.
  Give your answer correct to 2 decimal places.

  ............................... cm
(3) Q5

(Total 5 marks)
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6.  

58°

A

BC

16 m

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

 ABC is a right-angled triangle.
 AC = 16 m.
 Angle CAB = 58°

 Calculate the length of AB.
 Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

  ................................. m
Q6

(Total 3 marks)
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7.

ABC is a triangle.
AB = 9 cm
BC = 15 cm
Angle ABC = 110°

Calculate the area of the triangle.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

......................... cm2 Q7

(Total 3 marks)

C

A
B

15 cm

9 cm

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

110°
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8. Town B is 4.5 km due West of town C .
Town A is 2.4 km due North of town B.

(a) Calculate the size of the angle marked x. 
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

x = ............................ º
(3)

(b) Find the bearing of town C from town A.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

............................ º
(1)

2.4 km

4.5 km

N

N

CB

A

x

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

Q8

(Total 4 marks)
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9.  

 ABC is a right-angled triangle.
 AB = 7 cm, 
 BC = 8 cm.

 (a)  Work out the area of the triangle.

  .............................  cm2

(2)

 (b) Work out the length of AC.
  Give your answer correct to 2 decimal places.

  ............................... cm
(3)

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

7 cm

8 cm

A

B C
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 DEF is another right-angled triangle.
 DE = 32 mm,  
 FE = 46 mm.

 (c) Calculate the size of angle y.
  Give your answer correct to 1 decimal place.

  ..................................  
°

(3) Q9

(Total 8 marks)

          D
Diagram NOT
accurately drawn 

          32 mm 

          y

      F    46 mm    E
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10.

 ABC is a triangle.
 AB = 12 m.
 AC = 10 m.
 BC = 15 m.

 Calculate the size of angle BAC.
 Give your answer correct to one decimal place.

................................ 
° Q10

(Total 3 marks)

A

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn 

 C 

B
    15 m 

10 m
12 m
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11.
E

D

C

19 cm8 cm                                                             

50°
A 3 cm B

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

 AC = 8 cm.
AB = 3 cm.
DE = 19 cm.
Angle ABC = angle CBD = angle BDE = 90°.
Angle BDC = 50°.

 (a) Calculate the length of CD.
  Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

............................................ cm
(4)

 (b) Calculate the length of CE.
  Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

............................................ cm
(3) Q11

(Total 7 marks)
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